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Managing domain names for your online 

business can be difficult to say the least.  

Domain Registrations, Transfers and 

Invoices from multiple vendors is enough 

of a hassle, not to mention the horrible 

interfaces not designed for managing 

multiple domains and DNS. Managing 

multiple TLD’s with different pricing and 

rules can also add extra work that can 

take many hours of management time per 

year if you a few hundreds of domains. 

 

CloudfloorDNS is different. We’ve taken 

the pain out of Domain and DNS 

management!  With CloudfloorDNS you 

get a one-stop-shop for DNS/Domain 

Management.   Bulk update options allow 

you to click and set over some or all of 

your domains.   Update WHOIS 

registration data quickly and easily, or 

instantly change Name Server records and 

even push out multiple bulk DNS updates.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Registrations are a breeze with pre-

defined groups and name server settings.   

Enter your registration details once, search 

and buy a domain name in seconds with 

your prefunded account.  Add DNS with 

another click, or set your DNS information 

in a template for future use on other 

domains. 

 

With our domain registration services you 

have access to more than any other 

managed DNS provider on the planet.  

Choose from over 170 TLD’s from all the 

popular TLD’s (.com, .net, .org, .info, .biz) 

to the most popular international domains 

(.it, .fr, .de, .es, .uk, .eu)   

 .   

How our Domain & DNS 

Management is Different:  

 

 Credit system allows you to pre-fund 

your account and get lower domain 

costs the more you add to your 

account 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Templates for Registrations, DNS 

Settings and DNS Zones for quick and 

efficient setup and management 

 

 Bulk domain and DNS edits make large 

domain portfolio’s a breeze to manage.   

 

 Over 170 TLD’s to choose from when 

registering domain names – more than 

any other Managed DNS provider 

 

 Free WHOIS Privacy, Domain Locking, 

Automatic renewal options for all 

domains 

 

 Secure Web and Domain Management 

panel makes DNS, Registration and 

Transfers simple and easy in one web-

based secure management panel 

 

 Domains & DNS can be 

assigned in groups making 

management easier.  Group by 

Department, Client or company 

DOMAIN 

MANAGEMENT  

Manage your Domain Name 
Portfolios & DNS with ease! 
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About CloudFloorDNS 

 

CloudfloorDNS is the one-stop shop to handle the most crucial aspect of your Internet infrastructure, your domains and DNS. Without 

DNS, domain name registration and management services, your business does not exist on the Web. We empower and ensure your 

Internet presence is always delivered to your customers quickly, reliably, and securely.   

 

With our next-generation suite of DNS and Domain management services, we do more than just connect your business to the web. We 

enable and accelerate your ability to achieve your online business objectives. CloudfloorDNS lets you spend less time managing your 

domain and DNS portfolio, and adds a powerful layer of speed and redundancy with our Anycast DNS and Advanced DNS services. 

 

Customers select CloudFloorDNS for its ease of use, and because it’s a rich domain and DNS management platform that is engineered 

for both power and novice users.  Other benefits include the fastest failover available in the industry, powerful network monitoring with 

a variety of tests and protocols to detect failure, automatic and advanced failover, GEO DNS, next-gen global Anycast DNS Network, 

cloud DNS with CNAME at the root compatibility.  Our Multi-Level ACL allows sub-users with specific permission for DNS editing, 

Registration and Renewals, and much more.  Do more with CloudfloorDNS, and get an amazing set of features, unique DNS types, and 

personalized customer support with almost 20 years of expertise. 

 

CloudFloorDNS was formed by the acquisition of MicroTech Limited by Everbridge Corporation, a US-based software company 

specializing in critical communications, mass alerting services and more. CloudfloorDNS has been providing DNS, domain registration 

and email services since 1996 and is one of the world’s leading managed DNS providers. Our customers include governments, major 

financial institutions, multinational enterprises, as well as hundreds of small to medium-size business worldwide with over 65,000 

domains under management.  To learn more about how CloudFloorDNS can improve the reliability, performance and security of your 

DNS, contact us today.      

 

Email: sales@CloudfloorDNS.com 

Twitter: @CloudfloorDNS 

Facebook: Facebook.com/CloudfloorDNS 

Linkedin: LinkedIN.com/CloudfloorDNS 

Website: http://www.CloudfloorDNS.com 

US/NORTH AMERICA: +1 (781) 373.5823 

UK/EU: +44 (0) 808.234.8664 

 


